Over $500,000
Anonymous (1)
The Atlantic Philanthropies
The JPB Foundation
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Ford Foundation
W. K. Kellogg Foundation
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Open Society Foundations
Sandler Foundation
Stoneman Family Foundation
Walmart Foundation
HJW Foundation

$250,000 to $499,999
Anonymous (1)
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Center for Law and Social Policy (Work Support Strategies contract)
The Kresge Foundation
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
Popplestone Foundation

$100,000 to $249,999
Anonymous (1)
The Borrego Foundation
M. Quinn Delaney and Wayne Jordan
David desJardins and Nancy Blachman
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Good Ventures
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
The Joyce Foundation
Melville Charitable Trust Oak Foundation
Price Philanthropies
Public Welfare Foundation
Charles H. Revson Foundation
The Rockefeller Foundation
Stephen M. Silberstein
The Billy and Audrey L. Wilder Foundation

$50,000 to $99,999
Bohemian Foundation
The California Endowment
The George Gund Foundation
Paul Harstad Family Impact Fund
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
MAC AIDS Fund
The Moriah Fund
The Schooner Foundation
WhyNot Initiative
Worthington Family Charitable Fund

$25,000 to $49,999
Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation
Marilyn Clements Charitable Fund
Robert H. Dugger and Joan Huffer
Joseph and Mary Field Family Foundation
Food Research and Action Center/ConAgra Feeding Children Better Foods Foundation
MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger
National Education Association
Paul Rudd
Schott Foundation for Public Education
Sandor and Faye M. Straus
Working Assets

$10,000 to $24,999
Butler Family Fund
California Family Foundation
Campion Foundation
John F. Cogan
Thomas and Noey Congdon
The Frees Foundation
Friedman Family Foundation
Nick and Leslie Hanauer Foundation
The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation (contract)
Orin Kramer
Rochelle S. Kaplan and Arthur D. Lipson
Margot and Roger Milliken
Mario Morino
New Directions Foundation
Peter R. Orszag
The Uhrigh/Vournas Charitable Fund
Philippe and Kate Villers
Walmart Stores

$5,000 to $9,999
Anonymous (1)
Henry J. and Ruth Aaron
AFL-CIO
The Arkay Foundation
Jano Cabrera
Leslie Carothers
Robert and Mary Eccles
David and Margot de Ferranti
Augusta H. Gross and Leslie B. Samuels Fund
Leaves of Grass Fund
Sunflower Foundation Health Care of Kansans
Yellow House Fund of the Tides Foundation
Robin Vink and Kim Wallace

$1,000 to $4,999
Kenneth Apfel
Anbinder Family Foundation
Brian Arbogast and Valerie Tarico
Jeremy Aron-Dine
Tracy Baron
Elinor and Alan Berg Philanthropic Fund
Drake Bettner
Brown Family Foundation
T. Scott Bunton
Stephen Bruce Cohen
Henry A. Coleman
Daughters of Charity
The Honorable Tom Downey
James and Gwyn Fields
Geoffrey Garin and Debbie Berkowitz
Leigh Gibson
Jerome Glickman
Robert Greenstein
The Japopaul Family Fund of the Arlington Community Foundation
Christopher Jencks
Carol and Alan Kamin
Lederer Foundation
Paul Leonard
Lawrence B. and Claire K. Morse
New Prospect Foundation
Jon Orszag
Marion Pines
Roseben Fund
Ann Rosewater
Susan Sechler and Lloyd Timberlake
Robert A. Weinberger
Eleanor M. Worth
Andrew Zucker

$500 to $999
Mark Fenster
Dr. Joel S. Golden
Kathryn Greenberg and Ari Zentner
Susan Gross
Antonia Hernandez
Kathryn Janson
Michaela M. Johnson
Mike and Debra McCurry
Kathryn P. Nelson
Kris and Barbara Pueschel
Robert D. and Charlotte Reischauer
Patricia Rubacky and Bill Merritt
Tal and Irene Basloe Saraf
Daniel Singer
Mr. Byron Stookey and S. Lee Stookey
James Striker and Wendy Epstein
The Honorable Melanne Verveer
Gregory Wagner

$250 to $499
Evalyn and Joseph Basloe
Janice Bergman
Michael Campbell
Michael Cassidy
Richard G. Clemens
Sheldon Danziger
The Honorable Stuart E. Eizenstat
Martin Forchheimer and Nancy Firestone
James O. Gibson
Peter M. Gottesman
Joan Gussow
John M. Hamilton and Dawn Johnsen
David Kleinberg
Sandra S. Kramer
David Krantz and Marybeth Shinn
Casey McKeever
Edd McLaughlin
Ronald Painter
Barry Potter
Carol Schatz
Fred and Linda Wertheimer
Gregory Woods and Sarah Calabi

$100 to $249
Anonymous (3)
Kenneth J. Arrow
Frank Blechman
Ronald B. David
David DeLoof
Andrew Dolkart
Raymond Dominick
Thomas Donovan
Sam Elkin
Theresa Feeley
Rashi Fein
Gary Ford and Nancy Ebb
John O. Fox
Deborah A. Frank
Harvey A. Galper
Branden Goetz
Robert Goodrich
Sahron Gornstein
Michael J. Graetz
Yeheskel Hasenfeld
Carol A. Hempfner
John Hilley
Madeline Hirschland
Jeffrey Hobson
David Kamin
John C. Keane
Edward Kopta
Edward J. Kowaleski
Daniel Lundy
Susan McAndrew
Judith McGuire
Lynn McNair
Michael McPherson
Ann More
Paul J. Ochs
Robert Predhome
Carl Riehl
W. Howard Roark
Caroline Rock
Jane L. Ross
Richard B. Ruge
Robert-Paul Sagner
Elise and David Saltzberg
Buzz Sawyer
Ellen Scalettar
Nathan Schatz
Michael Schooler
William Seiler
Paula Shoecraft
Victor Sidel
Robert Slaton
J. Tom Sliter
Scott M. Sommer
Michael A. Stegman
Robert Stephens
Mary J. Stephenson
Thomas Strikwerda
Nancy Strohl
James Stuhlmacher
Peter Taylor
Hugh R. Tobin
Michael S. Wald
Charles Welch
Thomas I. White
Mark I. Whitman
Mark Wynn
Andy J. Zehe
Rabbi Daniel Zemel

Multiple-year grants and gifts are prorated for calendar year 2014
DC Fiscal Policy Institute  
(A semi-independent project of CBPP)

Over $100,000
The Moriah Fund

$50,000 to $99,999
Naomi & Nehemiah Cohen Foundation
Community Foundation for the National Capital Region Eugene and Agnes Meyer Foundation
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

$25,000 to $49,999
Morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation
World Bank

Less than $25,000
Consumer Health Foundation
Holy Trinity Catholic Church
Local Initiatives Support Corporation
Marpat Foundation
Roseben Fund

International Budget Partnership  
(A semi-independent project of CBPP)

$500,000 or more
UK Department for International Development
Ford Foundation
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Open Society Foundations

Less than $500,000
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency
World Bank